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This paper examines the history of the learning theory “constructionism” and its most well-known
implementation, Logo, to examine beliefs involving both “C’s” in CSCW: computers and cooperation.
Tracing the tumultuous history of one of the first examples of computer-supported cooperative learning
(CSCL) allows us to question some present-day assumptions regarding the universal appeal of learning to
program computers that undergirds popular CSCL initiatives today, including the Scratch programming
environment and the “FabLab” makerspace movement. Furthermore, teasing out the individualistic and
anti-authority threads in this project and its links to present day narratives of technology development
exposes the deeply atomized and even oppositional notions of collaboration in these projects and others
under the auspices of CSCW today that draw on early notions of ‘hacker culture.’ These notions tend to
favor a limited view of work, learning, and practice—an invisible constraint that continues to inform how
we build and evaluate CSCW technologies.
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theory, concepts and models; • Social and professional topics → History of Computing; Computing
education; Informal Education; Computational thinking; Computing Education programs.
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INTRODUCTION

Several hundred conference attendees settled into a large auditorium at The New School for the
closing panel of the twelfth annual Interaction Design and Children conference (IDC) on June 27,
2013. The topic was Seymour Papert, professor emeritus at the MIT Media Lab and architect of
the learning theory called ‘constructionism,’ and the tone was radiant. Stanford professor Paulo
Blikstein, who had worked with Papert in the early 2000s as a master’s student at the MIT Media
Lab, opened the panel with a prepared statement. “Can anyone envision a school robotics
subculture without Papert? Can we imagine the field of computational literacy without him? Or
for that matter, most of technology-enabled project-based learning?” Blikstein asked the
audience, clearly expecting an emphatic “no!” in response to each question. But in spite of this
influence, Blikstein said, Papert’s contribution to the field of education “is largely invisible. It is
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not that educators disagree with Papert’s theories or recommendations, they just ignore him
entirely.”
Papert is certainly not ignored at IDC, a venue attended mostly by designers and technologists
who have created technologies for children, often with a learning component to them (e.g.
[41,43,106,112]). Nor is he ignored more generally in the technology design world: he is cited in
papers presented at IDC, CSCW, CHI, and across a number of other conferences that feature
computer-supported cooperative learning (CSCL) projects (e.g. [4,11,31–33,41,52,68,102,103, 107]).
Still, even as Papert’s ideas continue to crop up in software and his writing continues to be read
in classes at the MIT Media Lab and beyond, Blikstein is right: he is indeed less commonly
discussed in schools of education. This paper explores what this discrepancy says about how the
technology design and development world often understands the potential impacts of computers
and the nature of collaboration. In particular, it shows the ideological connections between
constructionist learning and MIT’s ‘hacker’ community in the 1970s, from whence it came; it
shows how the same ideas still motivate technology development today; and it points toward
some of the limitations of those ideas in promoting atomized and oppositional approaches to
CSCL.
Trends in CSCL, including those out of the MIT Media Lab, have also been influential in
CSCW, especially as CSCW’s scope has expanded beyond the workplace to capture family life,
children, learning, and play (see e.g. [8,9,13,15,52,54,55,71,105,134]). As a result, CSCW has
become a crossroads for discussing these topics and their influence across human-computer
interaction (and it is moreover more receptive to social critiques like this one than IDC). This
paper thus contributes to this larger discussion: beyond CSCL, there are similar threads of
discourse across social computing, the Internet, and technology design and use more broadly.
The lessons we can learn from this case can help us understand these others. As we will see,
this foundational CSCL project—one of the first, and certainly one of the best-known—still
frames assumptions about the universal allure and importance of learning to program computers,
which undergirds projects like Scratch, FabLabs, the Hour of Code, One Laptop per Child, and
more. Moreover, these individualistic assumptions about learning and computer use continue to
have purchase within CSCW as well as HCI. They promote an atomized and often oppositional
understanding of not just learners, but workers and technology ‘users,’ and make it more difficult
to envision alternatives for computer-supported collaboration that account for power, are built
around collectivity, or encode forms of social reciprocity. As the consequences of this
individualized approach become clear—in antisocial practices online, in stress among family and
friends regarding technology use, in ongoing problems with discrimination in the technology
industry, in technology-assisted weakening of social institutions like public education, in
algorithmic tracking of individuals, and in the technology industry’s ongoing inability to imagine
collective responses to these issues (e.g. [17])—it becomes useful to examine some of the
assumptions that brought us here as a first step in countering them.
2

CONSTRUCTIONISM AND ITS (DIS)CONTENTS

Nearly all of Seymour Papert’s work—spanning some forty-odd years of work at MIT, from the
1960s to the 2000s—expresses aspects of his signature contribution, a learning model he called
constructionism. Using techniques from media archaeology [53], this paper uses close readings of
primary and secondary sources to clarify the present state and history of constructionism, a
history that belies the ongoing popularity of the learning theory, but explains its fall from grace
in education. As justification for so closely examining constructionism’s history, we may
consider its substantial legacy—a legacy that Blikstein alluded to with only some hyperbole. At
the MIT Media Lab, constructionism has been woven into the school’s culture from its inception
in 1985: his first book Mindstorms has long served as a core text of the Media Arts and Sciences
graduate course “Technologies for Creative Learning” (later renamed “Learning Creative
Learning”), where students discuss their own versions of Papert’s ‘gears’ (explored below) and
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use them as inspiration for design. The text is also assigned in other design and computer science
classes.
Papert’s ideas also undergird the block-based programming environment Scratch, developed at
the MIT Media Lab in part by Papert’s former student Mitch Resnick and collaborator Yasmin
Kafai. In the mid-2000s, Scratch experienced a meteoric rise alongside One Laptop per Child
(another MIT-based constructionist project that cites Papert as inspiration [10,56]). It is still
popular, with over seven million registered users in 2016 [104] and an extensive web archive of
Scratch code for ‘remixing’ and meeting other ‘Scratchers’ [31,33,102,103]. Scratch inspired the
‘Hour of Code’ movement, where children are encouraged to spend an hour learning basic
coding in a block-based programming environment, and is the primary platform for follow-up
content via code.org. It has also been incorporated into the national school curriculum in Great
Britain.
While it is difficult to verify Blikstein’s claim that Papert originated all school robotics
programs, he is directly credited with inspiring the “FabLab” structure for makerspaces, which
also hails from the MIT Media Lab [57,112,130], and with influencing the philosophy of the
Maker Movement more broadly (e.g. [10]). Papert’s team collaborated with the LEGO™
Corporation in the 1990s to develop a commercial robotics kit, named after Papert’s first book
[64]. Echoing tropes from his “Logo” project we will explore below, ‘Turtles’ that children control
with Logo-like commands continue to be a mainstay in commercial children’s software,
including the “Turtle Academy” website, the “Turtle Graphics” software, the
“ComputerCraftEdu” Minecraft mod, the “Turtle! Programming for Kids” app, and the “Move the
Turtle” app, as well as board games like “Robot Turtles” that aim to teach computing concepts.
2.1 The Contours of Constructionism
But constructionism’s story begins long before these recent projects. Papert first began fleshing
out details of this learning theory in the 1970s through a National Science Foundation grant and
a series of working memos. His best-selling book Mindstorms [81], published in 1980, brought
constructionism to a wider audience and remains the core reference on the subject, with other
books, articles, working memos, and talk transcripts from the next two decades largely
reinforcing its messages. That Mindstorms was a best-seller is not too surprising: there is a lot to
like in Papert’s prose. He draws the reader in with a witty and unabashedly personal style. He
offers comforting continuity, even as he risks repetitiveness, by returning to the same small set
of themes and parables—and the same overall message—across Mindstorms and most of his
writing. How would you explain how to make a circle on the ground with your feet? How do
you learn how to juggle? How is learning math like learning a language? How is getting to know
a new idea like getting to know a person? Why should computers be like pencils? Answers to
these questions, Papert argues, hinge on constructionist learning.
Papert’s constructionism borrows heavily from Jean Piaget’s theory of constructivism, as
reflected in the confusing similarity between the two names. Before joining MIT in 1964 Papert
spent five years at Piaget’s “International Centre for Genetic Epistemology” in Geneva [81].
During this time, Piaget’s theories of child cognitive development first articulated in the 1920s
started to gain popularity worldwide. Papert adopts from Piaget a focus on children’s learning as
an active process of constructing knowledge about the world. Both stress that children (and
adults) learn by relating new concepts to what they already know. Piaget calls this “assimilation”
and “accommodation,” though Papert collapses both into “Piagetian learning” [81].
Papert begins to depart from Piaget in his focus on how this knowledge construction relates to
our own bodies and other physical objects around us, which he calls “body knowledge” [81].
Body knowledge, Papert argues, helps learning be something that children can relate to
physically or sensorially. He contrasts the possibilities of embodied learning with rote or
“dissociated” learning [81], which is removed from children’s physical worlds, does not involve
play, and does not naturally build on students’ existing mental models. Whereas an educational
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researcher might use Piaget as a lens to explain all learning, Papert uses embodiment to define
“Piagetian learning” normatively as “natural, spontaneous learning … contrasted with the
curriculum-driven learning characteristic of traditional schools” [81]. “I see Piaget as the theorist
of learning without curriculum and the theorist of the kind of learning that happens without
deliberate teaching,” Papert explains [81]. This involves “supporting children as they build their
own intellectual structures … planting new constructive elements in it and eliminating noxious
ones” [81]. For example, a teacher can embark on a goal that s/he does not know how to
accomplish either, and puzzle it out alongside students, creating an empowering, authentic
learning experience. “New situations that neither teacher nor learner has seen before come up
frequently and so the teacher does not have to pretend not to know,” he explains [81].
Papert calls the materials that are particularly useful for embodied learning—which, in his own
childhood, were differential gears—“objects-to-think-with” [83]. In the introduction of an edited
volume titled Constructionism, he describes effective objects-to-think-with as having a “low
floor”—easy access for even very young children—and “no ceiling,” or near-limitless potential for
complexity [87]. These objects-to-think-with should be able to grow with a child, enabling them
to think about increasingly complex and abstract ideas in terms of concrete affordances.
While Papert acknowledges that not all children may find differential gears as useful an
object-to-think-with as he did, he argues that his programmable robot ‘turtle’ could be. This
turtle can be either a physical robot or (more commonly) a virtual triangle on a screen. It knows
just a few simple commands in the programming language ‘Logo,’ such as go forward, turn right,
and pen down (Figure 1). Using these commands, Papert argues, children learn geometry in an
embodied way, “playing turtle” to find intuitive ways to express complex mathematical ideas.
Turtles rely on computers, which Papert argues is another powerful object-to-think-with—and
one that can easily grow with a child. In the first pages of Mindstorms he states,
The computer is the Proteus of machines. Its essence is its universality, its power to simulate. Because
it can take on a thousand forms and can serve a thousand functions, it can appeal to a thousand tastes.
[81]

In later writing, Papert argues that programming computers can exert a “holding power” over
children equal to videogames, but missing in most teacher-led learning [83]—a holding power
that reveals children’s natural interest in learning to program. As a result, he advocates giving
children unrestricted access to computers so that they can explore them as deeply as they would
like.
Papert’s gears also lead us to another aspect of constructionism that is distinct from Piaget’s
constructivism (though in line with Vygotsky and other educational theorists): that of passion.
Papert explains that children learning in an embodied way will maintain a love and excitement
for learning, and that this affective component is another cornerstone of constructionism not
present in Piaget’s constructivism. “I fell in love with the gears,” Papert explained in Mindstorms,
emphasis his. “This is something that cannot be reduced to purely ‘cognitive’ terms. Something
very personal happened” [81]. Starting at a young age is another factor Papert says is important
for establishing a “positive affective tone” for learning. Completely discounting the potential
influence his parents and social environment had on his interest, he states,
First, I remember that no one told me to learn about differential gears. Second, I remember that there
was feeling, love, as well as understanding in my relationship with gears. Third, I remember that my
first encounter with them was in my second year [two years old]. [81]

Echoing educational theorists Dewey, Montessori, Vygotsky, and Piaget, Papert moreover
advocates for embracing ‘wrong’ answers and iteratively revising. He calls this process
‘debugging’ [81], a term co-opted from programming [58], and explains that an openness to
debugging encourages children not to internalize feelings of failure when they have a ‘wrong’
answer, but to see it as an integral part of the learning process [87]. He connects debugging to
learning mathematics, which he argues could be learned and loved by everybody if only our
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Figure 1. An example of a Logo program, drawing a square (with ‘pen down’ already called).

math-phobic culture provided better tools for assimilating and growing with mathematical ideas
rather than blocks for rejecting them such as the common refrain of “I’m just not a math person”
[83].
2.1.1 Constructionism’s Cracks

These aspects of constructionism—learning by actively constructing one’s own understanding in
an embodied way with objects-to-think-with, all while emphasizing passion and embracing
mistakes as part of the learning process—seem straightforward and appealing, even if their
essence appears in a number of other learner-centered theories. There is something similarly
appealing in the way that Papert blends mathematics and art with his Logo turtles, the
enthusiasm he clearly shows for learning, and the profound respect he has for children.
But there are also aspects of his approach that seem more problematic. For instance, one straw
man takes form in the otherwise laudable discussion of the value of debugging: the portrayal of
school and ‘curriculum’ as inherently evil. Though he explains debugging in detail, Papert does
not unpack the complex social processes that can make kids resistant to getting things ‘wrong’;
instead, he unilaterally blames school culture for causing the shame they might experience when
it happens [81,83]. In Mindstorms and even more ardently in his 1993 book The Children’s
Machine, Papert equates all school with the worst kind of disembodied rote learning. Instead of a
flawed but aspirational set of institutions that have responded in various ways to a legion of
often-conflicting social needs over the decades [76,108,128], ‘School’ in Papert’s writing draws on
a common U.S. mythology of ‘school-as-factory’ [7]: a monolith of creativity-squashing drill-andtest, unintuitive facts, and above all “dishonest” “double-talk” [81] which he calls
“Instructionism.” Instructionism “rejects the ‘false theories’ of children,” Papert asserts without
evidence, “thereby rejecting the way children actually learn.” Teachers, he continues, “distort
Piaget’s message by seeing his contribution as revealing that children hold false beliefs, which
they, the educators, must overcome. … Children are being force-fed ‘correct’ theories before they
are ready to invent them” [81].
Papert’s dislike for the institution of school is so great that he sees nothing redeemable about
it. “Computers of the near future will be the private property of individuals, and this will
gradually return to the individual the power to determine patterns of education,” he states in
Mindstorms. “Education will become more of a private act, and people with good ideas … will be
able to offer them in an open marketplace directly to consumers” [81]. This and other arguments
for privatization (e.g. [83:8–13,86,114]) bear striking similarities to today’s push to de-fund and
dismantle public schooling. “Schools as we know them today will have no place in the future,”
Papert asserts, and computers in particular will help them “wither away” [81]. With computers,
Papert says, the ideals of progressive education can finally be “democratized” [83:14–15]. But
how less privileged students might benefit from this privatized education is unaddressed, aside
from predictions that computers will be as cheap and ubiquitous as pencils [42,85]—predictions
that are still far from being realized (e.g. [8]). Thus, while Papert claims to support diversity
[35,114], he does not address how his individualistic approach to learning might enact one of the
oldest promises (however unfulfilled it might be) of public education: that of school as a social
leveler.
While Papert is unequivocal about his disdain for school, his view of teachers is inconsistent.
Throughout his writing he says that children learn “spontaneously” and “without being taught”
[81], without curriculum and outside of the classroom, at least as it is currently formulated. At
the same time, he provides advice for teachers to incorporate Logo and turtles into classroom
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lessons. He describes adults as hopelessly mired in petty social norms and forever imposing what
they have decided are the ‘right’ ways of thinking on children [81], but then describes how he
uses turtles to introduce children to concepts he considers important to learn, such as recursion
and combinatorics. He even claimed to be doing ethnography as a replacement for other kinds of
evaluations [81], but counter to the basic tenets of ethnographic research [19,48,98], his examples
fail to reflexively consider the influence of his own presence on learning, instead attributing it to
the presence of computers. In short, he implicitly supports and practices scaffolding—the work
that teachers do to bridge the mental models of learners with new ideas—even while deriding
teachers trying to do the same. In a review for The Children’s Machine, one researcher laments
these attacks “because they do not show respect or sympathy for the many teachers who have
tried or are now trying to use Logo to implement parts of Seymour Papert’s historic vision” [76].
2.1.2 The Missing ‘Social’

Papert’s disdain for school and his conflicting vision of the role of teachers point to a deeper
problem in constructionism: it tends to present learning (especially learning motivation) as
largely and implicitly individualistic when it is actually a deeply social process—and, in particular,
that teachers, parents, and other adults play crucial roles. While Papert occasionally discusses the
value of learning from peers—which Scratch, the Maker Movement, and other informal learning
approaches also valorize—he often portrays adults as a hindrance to learning and the learning
process itself as ultimately individualistic in both practice and motivation. This is illustrated by
one of Papert’s favorite metaphors for learning mathematics: that of learning a language. The
only actors present in his parables of language learning are the learner and the words they are
absorbing. Absent is any indication that a strong motivator for learning a language is to be able
to communicate needs and desires with other people—absent, in fact, are the other people
speaking these words. Also absent is any recognition that as miraculous as children’s language
learning can seem, it is nonetheless scaffolded by adults who model language and offer
definitions and corrections that structure children’s rapidly expanding vocabularies. Instead,
Papert claims that a child plunked down in France for a year “spontaneously” learns to speak
French, rather than being actively (if informally) taught it [81]. (This has also been a critique of
Papert’s mentor Piaget: he first developed his theories based on observations of his own three
children, yet did not acknowledge their social influences, including their upper-middle-class
Swiss upbringing.) Even when the social inevitably creeps into Papert’s narrative—particularly
when he discusses ‘culture’ —the language he uses to describe it is often abstract, even
epidemiological. His metaphors of ‘germs’ and ‘seeds’ of mathematical learning within a
‘landscape’ of ideas [81] reduce the social world to a toolbox where children might encounter
gadgets that help them learn mathematics and logic, stripping away the complex social
motivations and interactions that constitute culture.
The ‘social’ is also missing in Papert’s claim that programmable computers and Logo turtles as
“objects-to-think-with” have universal appeal. This rests on the assumption that given unlimited
access to a computer with Logo, many children—or at least those whom Papert calls
“intellectually interesting”—will use Logo extensively [81,83]. “I have seen hundreds of
elementary school children learn very easily to program,” he asserts without elaboration in
Mindstorms [81]—and he further asserts that this programmability is what makes computers so
compelling (rather than, say, their novelty, prohibition, status among adults, or other factors).
“[A] computer as mathematics-speaking entity puts the learning in a qualitatively new kind of
relationship to an important domain of knowledge,” he explains. “When a child learns to
program, the process of learning is transformed. It becomes more active and self-directed” [81].
The reason that writing small programs in “turtle talk” is much more meaningful to children
than existing mathematics curricula, Papert asserts, is because children can “identify with the
turtle and are thus able to bring their knowledge about their bodies and how they move into the
work of learning formal geometry” [81]. But will all children really care about moving a turtle
around? Will they really find Logo ‘fun’ and will making designs with a turtle on a computer
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really give them a “recognizable personal purpose” any more than current classroom activities
[81]? Do children find typing commands for a turtle—much less computer programming in
general—really as ‘concrete’ as throwing a ball [81]? Or could it have been that just using a
computer was a relative novelty at the time (something that is much less true in our media-rich
computing environment today)?
Finally, Papert openly admits that his own childhood provided both inspiration for
constructionism and fodder for his descriptions. “I shall in fact concentrate on those ways of
thinking that I know best. I begin by looking at what I know about my own development,” he
says in the first chapter of Mindstorms [81]. Some in the technology and design worlds have
lauded this, even though it flies in the face of one of the first lessons in human-centered
technology design: to ‘know your users’ rather than making assumptions about them based on
your own—possibly quite idiosyncratic—experiences. Throughout his writings, Papert does not
critically consider whether his interpretation of his own childhood really can be universalized.
He moreover ignores the very different conditions in which different childhoods play out, and
even while advocating for ‘debugging’ he takes technically-inclined childhood creativity and
desire to explore a technical world as innate [7,10,78] rather than socially and historically
contingent learned behaviors.
2.2 Constructionism in Use: A Brief History of Logo
Thus far we have focused on Papert’s writing; how was constructionism implemented in his
projects? To find out, we examine the most famous constructionist-based contribution to
educational computing by far, the Logo programming language and its “turtle” interface. Logo,
developed by Papert in collaboration with Cynthia Solomon and others, took the technology
world by storm in the years following Papert’s publication of Mindstorms in 1980. Alongside the
book, Papert’s MIT Logo Group, its spin-off corporation Logo Computer Systems Inc., and other
companies released versions of Logo for various platforms including the Commodore 64 (sold for
$59.95 in 1984), the Atari (for $100), and the Apple II and IIe (for $89.95-$400, depending on
features) [80]. These prices were not cheap, and they did not include the cost of the hardware
needed to run Logo. As such, despite Papert’s rhetoric of reaching all children with Logo, the
software was only accessible to institutions, wealthy enthusiasts, and other higher-end
consumers.
Papert’s timing could not have been better. Mindstorms was published and Logo was released
just as personal computers started to gain popularity. Alongside them, mass-market computer
enthusiast magazines, the main source of information on the new consumer devices,
proliferated—and the first wave of social anxiety about teaching all children to program also took
hold. Many of these computer enthusiast magazines—Byte, Family Computing, Compute!,
Microcomputing, Antic, RUN, Ahoy, Atari Connection, The Rainbow Magazine, SoftSide, and more—
published positive reviews of Mindstorms, interviews with Papert, and descriptions of how to use
Logo at home (e.g. [1,18,20,28,30,40,50,51,60,94,97,100,109,118–123,129]). Some of Papert’s former
students and others in the computing community also published books on Logo. From these
influences, Logo gained a large following among computer enthusiasts across the United States.
Logo was also taken up in schools in the early- to mid-1980s, amid a push to teach
programming at younger ages and reports that Logo seemed more fun and accessible than its
main competitor, BASIC [14,29,47,80,99,113,114]. Despite the ambivalent messages about teachers
in Mindstorms, teachers around the country enthusiastically brought Logo into their classrooms
or computer labs. A few of these programs were sponsored or directly overseen by Papert and his
MIT Logo Group, including the Brookline public schools in Boston, Hennigan elementary school
in Boston, the Lamplighter School in Dallas, and several New York City public schools [66].
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2.2.1 Logo Abroad

Papert also set his sights abroad (for “tribal children in African jungles,” as he put it in
Mindstorms [81]), partnering with fellow MIT professor Nicholas Negroponte and the French
government to co-found the World Center for Computation and the Human Resources in Paris.
The group installed Logo classrooms in Paris and in Dakar, Senegal in 1982, a plan Negroponte
said was “as audacious as … putting men on the moon,” though another source said that the two
might have joined because of Reagan’s deep cuts to research funding in the U.S. [37]. A February
1984 interview with Papert in Family Computing Magazine refers to this project when describing
Papert as “attempting to cultivate a widespread ‘computer culture’ especially in Third World
societies” [114]. Decades later, the One Laptop per Child project claimed this as a precursor. “In a
French government-sponsored pilot project,” its Vision: Progress page states, “Papert and
Negroponte distribute Apple ][ microcomputers to school children in a suburb of Dakar, Senegal.
The experience confirms one of Papert’s central assumptions: children in remote, rural, and poor
regions of the world take to computers as easily and naturally as children anywhere” [79].
Papert’s vision for the project was to bring constructionism to children around the world, but
he hoped that this encounter could also help their families overcome more local problems as well.
Perhaps “farmers in a small Third World community could use computers to keep better tabs on
the availability and distribution of supplies,” a 1983 article about the program in the MIT
Technology Review mused. “Moreover, the very act of ‘exploring’ with the computer could
engender a flexibility of thought that would, in turn, allow the farmers to find novel ways of
combining the efficiency of modern agricultural practices with their traditional cultures” [35].
Papert and Negroponte installed computer classrooms overseas several more times, including
Costa Rica in 1986 [74] and Cambodia in 1999 [56], before announcing One Laptop per Child in
2005 [7].
2.2.2 Evaluating Logo

According to Papert and others in his group, the results of these Logo-enabled computer
classrooms across the U.S. and abroad were nothing short of miraculous. Their working papers
and publications on Logo are peppered with anecdotes of formerly average, reticent, or even
combative students blossoming with Logo as an object-to-think-with, learning to love the
computer and learning (e.g. [81]). However, these did not methodically assess educational
outcomes or Papert’s claims that Logo helped students “learn how to learn.” These were not even
accounts that could be independently verified, as details like classrooms and schools were
generally not mentioned. Computing magazines that were otherwise excited about Logo at times
voiced frustrations from those in the community about this lack of research. John Victor, an
educational software developer with a background in educational psychology, complained in the
April 1984 issue of ANTIC Magazine that the whole computing industry took Papert’s word about
Logo’s power without “a single study showing that Logo is a better teaching language than
BASIC.” He goes on to outline a few straightforward studies Papert’s group could carry out.
Instead, he says,
They just gave Logo to a bunch of kids, and after a while they asked them how they liked it. ‘Gee, it’s
terrific!’ That’s not scientific. … Logo is used in a lot of schools. They have a big base on which to
draw research information, and they’re just not doing it. [99:43]

Though Papert’s group was not doing systematic assessments of Logo, others were. The
education research community was also excited and intrigued by the promises Papert made
about Logo, but unlike Papert wanted something more substantial than glowing anecdotes to
evaluate the program. Through the 1970s and early 1980s, a group of researchers at Edinburgh
University ran classroom experiments with Logo. They found that when they worked directly
with a small number of students, they came away with positive stories like Papert’s. This
observation was formalized by researchers at Kent State University in Ohio, who found that the
meta-cognitive abilities of nine six-year-olds who used Logo with the researchers for six weeks
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improved over a small group of nine six-year-olds who used conventional computer-aided
instruction [22]. Descriptive studies from other researchers were also modestly positive [136].
However, Tim O’Shea, one of the researchers in Edinburgh, found that these positive results
disappeared if the researchers themselves were not present and actively helping children learn.
Once the researcher was gone and a teacher took over, in other words, there were no measurable
positive outcomes from using Logo over other kinds of learning. “Even imparting the simpler
constructs of Logo in more conventional settings turned out to be very demanding,” O’Shea
concluded [76]. Moreover, he reported, his group and others had been unable to find any
consistent evidence of “skill transfer and other general cognitive benefits” that Logo promised
[16,76,77,110], a finding corroborated by other Logo researchers [21,23,136]. In fact, some
researchers found that prior abilities in mathematics or spatial reasoning predicted facility with
computer programming—whether with Logo or other languages—rather than programming
improving these abilities, pointing the arrow of causality the other way [21,132,136]. As O’Shea
later wrote, education researchers “became more skeptical about the extent to which human
skills and knowledge could be symbolically represented in the style associated with
contemporary MIT work on AI” [76].
Another group of researchers conducted a series of experiments with the New York City
public schools that were using Logo, measuring a number of cognitive and meta-cognitive effects
in both Logo and non-Logo users. In study after study, they found little or no differences
between the two groups [62,89,91–93]. One of the researchers, Roy Pea, took issue with Papert’s
claims that children can learn Logo without a curriculum (especially when Papert’s books
prioritized what concepts children should learn and gave examples of how to learn them), and
agreed with other researchers that Logo showed potential only when it was well-scaffolded. Pea
concluded, “Someone has provided guidance, support, ideas for how [Logo] could be used. Any
projected path toward greater competency that another person helps arrange can be thought of
as a curriculum,” and promising otherwise set educators up for disappointment and the project
up for failure [88].
Meanwhile, the Logo classrooms in Paris and Senegal fell apart. “By the end of the Center’s
first year, Papert had quit,” a 1984 Datamation Magazine article reported [63,116]. The remnants
of the project were “a battlefield, scarred by clashes of management style, personality, and
political conviction. It never really recovered. The new French government has done the Center a
favor in closing it down.” A 1983 article in the MIT Technology Review reported that the project
was hopelessly utopian and failed to account for issues like widespread illiteracy, especially as
Logo depended on written English. It also questioned the project’s motives as colonialist:
Perhaps the most damaging question raised about [the Center] concerns the conviction that helping
Third World countries acquire computer technologies would be beneficial. To many critics, such a
goal is an artifact of colonialism, imposing Western values and definitions of progress on other
cultures for less than altruistic reasons. [35]

As these results percolated through the enthusiast community and as the initial allure of Logo
started to wear thin with the struggles of day-to-day use, others stepped forward to voice
frustrations. “Five years ago I predicted the demise of BASIC and its eventual displacement by
Logo as a programming language for neophytes,” one frequent columnist in Compute! Magazine
wrote in 1986. “As I look back on the past five years, I see that my own vision was clouded by my
enthusiasm and that what I saw was largely a dream, not an accurate reflection of the world of
educational computing.” He described how it was easy to master Logo’s basic commands but
nearly impossible for new programmers to jump from there to recursion or other more advanced
features. Those who made the jump found Logo—an interpreted language, rather than compiled—
hopelessly slow and a hog of precious (and very expensive) memory [123].
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2.2.3 Papert’s Response

Papert’s MIT Logo Group, of course, saw these critiques. But instead of adjusting the group’s
vision or approach to accommodate them, Papert dug in his heels. His books and papers
disparaged educational experiments, and the researchers carrying them out. Even in the preface
of Mindstorms, Papert stated, “If any ‘scientific’ educational psychologist had tried to ‘measure’
the effects of this encounter, he would probably have failed. It had profound consequences but, I
conjecture, only very many years later. A ‘pre- and post-’ test at age two would have missed
them” [81]. He again stated that educational experiments were worthless in measuring the true
effects of Logo in his 1987 essay “Computer Criticism vs. Technocentric Thinking” and said that
questions like “does Logo work?” were too “technocentric”: so fixated on the technology that
they failed to account for the many paths education could take in children’s lives [82]. In several
subsequent publications he lumped evaluators with their “white coats” in with all that is wrong
with School, and his 1987 essay made ad hominem attacks on other researchers, including Pea,
doing studies on Logo [90].
In dismissing the value of educational research more broadly, these responses sidestepped one
of the most important critiques of Logo that it was primarily the researchers’ presence and
scaffolding that accounted for children’s positive experiences with the program. They also
avoided addressing Papert’s own ‘technocentric’ thinking in Mindstorms in assuming that
computers would hold universal appeal for children—an assumption that still undergirds
constructionist-inspired projects today. Finally, they inverted critiques that Papert did not
account for the importance of scaffolding in learning by accusing other researchers of failing to
account for undefined “cultural” factors that made some classrooms successful and others not
[82]. Papert entrenched these positions in his books The Children’s Machine: Rethinking School in
the Age of the Computer [83] and The Connected Family: Bridging the Digital Generation Gap [84].
Between these critical evaluations and these failures to honestly address them, Papert’s direct
influence in education started to fade. While some researchers continued to do research on Logo,
they incorporated more active instruction than Papert’s formulation for constructionist learning
specified (e.g. [23,24,44,75,101,133,135,136]). Others in educational research, including Pea and
O’Shea, turned away from Logo research entirely. Later studies found that “minimally-guided
instruction” and “pure discovery learning”—cornerstones of Papert’s claims that children could
learn with Logo “without being taught”—did not work more generally [59,69].
3

CONSTRUCTIONISM’S ORIGINS IN HACKER CULTURE

However, Papert’s stature in the technology world did not fade—it grew. Papert’s writings, like
Logo’s computational “objects-to-think-with,” still enchant many who recognize themselves in
his descriptions. Even in the face of this evidence that they do not deliver, his ideas have
remained captivating to many in technology design. For years technologists, hobbyists, and some
enthusiastic teachers convened at Constructionism conferences. Many projects cite him as an
influence, including Scratch [102,103], Lego Mindstorms [64], FabLab makerspaces [130], One
Laptop per Child [3–5,7,10,56,111,131], and various ed-tech startups and turtle-focused projects.
These projects also largely embrace—whether implicitly or explicitly—Papert’s views on
individualized learning, his disdain for institutionalized education, and his assumptions that
computers and other technical devices will naturally captivate children. We can also see the
ascendancy of individual ‘users’ and computers in the technology world more broadly.
So why does constructionism still resonate? The answer involves how those in the technology
world view their own school experiences, what kinds of learning they consider most valuable,
and their own identities as technologists [7,10]. And this takes us back to 1964, when Papert
joined MIT to conduct artificial intelligence (AI) research with AI pioneer Marvin Minsky, and
first encountered MIT’s nascent ‘hacker’ culture.
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3.1 MIT’s Hacker Culture and the Hacker Ethic
Papert’s encounter with this hacker group at MIT would set the course for the rest of his life’s
work. In The Children’s Machine, Papert explains that one of the main reasons he decided to join
Minsky at MIT was a particular group of people in Minsky’s lab who obsessed over his
mainframe computers. This group had “a wonderful sense of playfulness that I had experienced
there on brief visits,” Papert explained. “When I finally arrived, all this came together in all-night
sessions around a PDP-1 computer that had been given to Minsky. It was pure play” [83:33].
This group has also been described by journalist Steven Levy in his book Hackers: Heroes of the
Computer Revolution, a book that captured and amplified the zeitgeist of the early hobbyist
programming world [65,117]. With a rollicking gonzo-journalistic style, Levy described how this
group of men embraced MIT’s longstanding culture of elaborate ‘hacks’ (pranks) in playing with
the university’s mainframe computers in the 1960s. Extending this terminology, this group
started calling themselves ‘hackers,’ developing a strong idiosyncratic ethos around this identity
through the 1960s and 1970s. To them, being a ‘hacker’ meant being a technical tinkerer driven
by an obsession to playfully and deeply engage with computers. They wrote games and other
software for fun, shared code, and admired software ‘hacks’ that were particularly clever. Papert
himself appears in Levy’s story, albeit only in a parenthetical aside; Papert’s collaborator Marvin
Minsky, a prominent researcher in the field of artificial intelligence in the 1960s, plays a larger
role by providing the hacker group access to his lab computers and sometimes joining their
‘hacks.’
Along with a countercultural ‘hacker’ culture built around hardware tinkering in California,
scholars have shown that this early hacker culture at MIT went on to establish the ethos that still
undergirds technology development communities today. This ethos spread out of MIT, mingled
with distinct but related ethos that developed among other hacker groups [25,26], and ultimately
helped to drive the industry’s famous utopianism [26,117,126]. Levy codified this ethos as the
‘hacker ethic’ in his 1984 book, which was in turn embraced by many members of the
community as an accurate reflection of their ethos. He split this ‘ethic’ into six tenets (detailed
below), all of which related to either the heady power that unrestricted access to programmable
computers and software had for the members of this group, or the group’s deep disdain for
authority figures and methods for establishing authority other than programming skill.
3.2 Constructionism and the Hacker Ethic
Papert readily admits that the time he spent with these hackers left an indelible mark: he
describes his time with them as “playing like a child and experiencing a volcanic explosion of
creativity” [83:33]. “I had my first experience of the excitement and the holding power that keeps
people working all night with their computers,” he explains in The Children’s Machine. “I realized
that children might be able to enjoy the same advantages—a thought that changed my life”
[83:13].
In some cases, this influence was direct and specific. For instance, in many of Papert’s texts he
describes how to make the Logo turtle draw a circle by going forward a little, turning a little, and
repeating this many times until one is back where one started. This is one of his primary
examples of ‘embodied’ learning—he argues that to make a circle with one’s feet on the floor one
could do the same thing [81,83]. But while Papert implicitly takes credit for this, the idea for this
algorithm was Minsky’s. By Levy’s account, it began as a graphical mistake Minsky made on his
lab’s PDP-1 computer. Minsky, recognizing the underlying elegance of it, dubbed it the ‘Circle
Algorithm,’ and then used it to develop a clever display ‘hack’ that the group immortalized as the
‘Minskytron’ [65:3]. Minsky’s further experimentation making spirals and other curving designs
with the ‘Minskytron’ bear strong resemblance to many of the designs Papert wrote about
making with the Logo turtle. It could have even inspired the turtle itself.
But there were more indirect, but more fundamental, influences of MIT’s hacker group on
Papert. The ethos of this group bears remarkable resemblance to the ideals of constructionism—
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so much so that those in the technology world who identify with this ethos can easily extend this
to identify with constructionism as well. The following sections will use the six tenets of the
‘hacker ethic’ that Levy identified, thematically grouped in twos, to briefly illustrate these
parallels. In the process, we will see that the elements unique to constructionism, as opposed to
borrowed from Piaget’s constructivism or other learning theories, largely owe their existence to
MIT’s hacker culture—and in turn speak strongly to others who share this ethos.
3.2.1 Access to computers and anything which might teach you something about the way the
world works should be unlimited and total. Always yield to the Hands-On Imperative! / All
information should be free.

The first two tenets of the ‘hacker ethic,’ focused on having complete freedom to explore “the
way the world works” in a “hands-on” way, dovetail with constructionism’s goals of making
learning embodied with unlimited access to “objects-to-think-with.” They also fit with the “low
floor” and “no ceiling” characteristics of the best objects-to-think-with, as well as with the
imperative to “debug” one’s thinking (along with one’s programs)—Papert even borrowed the
term from computing culture. Moreover, these tenets’ focus on access to computers as a means to
this hands-on learning echoes Papert’s claim that the ultimate object-to-think-with is a
computer.
In Mindstorms, Papert says, “My vision of a new kind of learning environment demands free
contact between children and computers” [81]—children should be able to access all aspects of
the computer and have the freedom to dive as deeply as they wish into its inner workings. With
unlimited access to a computer, Papert asserts that children can also be empowered to think “like
a computer,” learning the “language” of the computer. In this way, as Papert often repeated, the
“child programs the computer, not the other way around” [81], echoing the feeling of power and
freedom that Levy describes hackers feeling in their intense interactions with computers.
Much of early hacker culture at MIT focused on open-source software, a legacy that has lived
on in the Free Software Foundation, the Electronic Frontier Foundation, the Wikimedia
Foundation, and the many other open-source projects across the technology world. While Logo
was not initially open-source, Papert said in an interview that he liked open-source software “in
principle” but needed money to continue Logo development [114]. Logo was later open-sourced,
as were subsequent constructionist projects like One Laptop per Child’s ‘Sugar’ [56] and Scratch
[103].
3.2.2 Mistrust authority, promote decentralization. / Hackers should be judged by their hacking,
not bogus criteria such as degrees, age, race, sex, or position.

In the strongly anti-authority tenets three and four, where hackers “mistrust authority” and
judge one another “by their hacking, not bogus criteria,” we see the seeds of Papert’s deep and at
times inexplicable disdain for school as an institution, as well as for many teachers, educational
researchers, and other authority figures in children’s lives. In Mindstorms, Papert describes the
classroom as “an artificial and inefficient learning environment that society has been forced to
invent because its informal environments fail” [81]. In The Children’s Machine, Papert has even
stronger words. “School has an inherent tendency to infantilize children,” he says,
by placing them in a position of having to do as they are told, to occupy themselves with work
dictated by someone else and that, moreover, has no intrinsic value—school-work is done only
because the designer of a curriculum decided that doing the work would shape the doer in a desirable
form. [83:24]

We saw above in section 2.2.1 that Papert rejected school and was pessimistic about reforming
the institution. “Fortunately,” Papert counters, “there is a weak link in the vicious cycle”:
computers [83:37]. Computers would, Papert said in Mindstorms,
… so modify the learning environment outside the classrooms that much if not all the knowledge
schools presently try to teach with such pain and expense and such limited success will be learned, as
the child learns to talk, painlessly, successfully, and without organized instruction. [81]
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Papert later elaborated on this. Using computers for learning “enables us to not put children
through that traumatic and dangerous and precarious process of schooling,” he said.
Nothing is more ridiculous than the idea that this technology can be used to improve school. It’s going
to displace school and the way we have understood school. … What’s wrong with school is absolutely
fundamental. … School means a place where children are segregated from society and segregated
among themselves by age and put through a curriculum. … I’m saying that it is inconceivable that
school as we’ve known it will continue. Inconceivable. And the reason why it’s inconceivable is that
little glimmer with my grandson who is used to finding knowledge when he wants to and can get it
when he needs it [on a computer], and can get in touch with other people and teachers, not because
they are appointed by the state, but because he can contact them in some network somewhere. [86]

There are two elements here that are worth unpacking: first, the intransigent loathsomeness
of school, and second, the power of computers as a method for overthrowing the institution. Like
Papert, Levy’s hackers decried traditional schooling and found great solace in computers. Even in
the midst of rampant fears of computer-enabled militarized societies in the 1960s (e.g. [67,126]),
computers provided his odd characters a common topic to bond over. Levy describes how it did
not matter if you were a professor or “just some guy off the street”—“these young adults who
were once outcasts found the computer a fantastic equalizer” [65:2]. Moreover, these ‘hackers’
described learning about computers not as preparation for being ‘suits’ in the military-industrial
complex (even if the mainframes they used were funded by the U.S. Defense Department), but in
terms of passion and freedom, contrasted to the boring, stifling, and unfulfilling classroom. This
was an important stance to take, even though not all in the community actually rejected school:
to be a student or professor at MIT, many had, in fact, excelled. But the anti-establishment stance
was what was important here, and it continued to be important in the software development
world as well as in American culture, making Papert’s anti-school messages still resonant.
These tenets can also help us understand Papert’s conflicting view of teachers. Papert
concedes that some adults are able to oppose the effects of Instructionism and remain what he
called ‘yearners,’ or independent free-thinkers, instead of turning into ‘schoolers’ who were
hopelessly dependent on the thoughts and opinions of others [83:1]. In these ‘yearners’ we can
recognize MIT’s hackers’ understanding of themselves as having resisted the confining, stifling
effects of ‘Instructionism’ and remained passionate learners—who were moreover deeply
opposed to institutionalized authority. Even when such yearners were “driven out in frustration”
[83:37] from schools, as Papert claimed without basis, this resistance found a natural home in
computer worlds.
3.2.3 You can create art and beauty on a computer. / Computers can change your life for the
better.

The last two tenets of the hacker ethic are where the idealism that hackers feel around computers
is most clearly articulated, and where the co-mingling of constructionism and the hacker ethic
come together to create a vision for the future. These also connect with the aspects of
constructionism that set it apart from other learning theories: its belief that computers have
universal appeal, which we also discussed above; its focus on following one’s passion in learning;
its blend of math and art through drawing with a turtle; and its conviction that through
understanding programming concepts one will understand the nature of learning. As we saw
above, the alternative to school for Papert was a computer. Like those who helped shape the
tenets of the ‘hacker ethic,’ Papert firmly believed in the power of computers to captivate and
enthrall. Part of this captivation was the magic and power of understanding programming
concepts enough to command the machine. But unlike Levy’s hackers, who seemed to revel in
their idiosyncrasy knowing that their passion for computers was not shared by most, Papert
believed that the computer was the “Proteus of machines”: that given unlimited access early
enough, all children would love it, and that this love would change their lives for the better. In
Mindstorms, Papert says,
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I am essentially optimistic—some might say utopian—about the effect of computers on society. … I too
see the computer presence as a potent influence on the human mind. [81]

Papert’s conviction that understanding programming concepts would unlock the keys to
understanding one’s own learning processes originates in the field into which he was hired at
MIT: machine learning. In the 1960s and 1970s, machine learning and MIT were both at the
epicenter of the diverse and exciting field of cybernetics [36]. Attracting some of the biggest
names in science to wide-ranging conversations, cybernetics was in some ways a reaction to
behaviorism, but it also perpetuated some of the utopian thinking about machines that first
developed around World War II [38,126,127] and it continued to animate various research
initiatives funded by the Advanced Research Projects Agency (or ‘ARPA,’ with ‘Defense’ added
to the front in 1972)—including Minsky’s lab, into which Papert had been hired. Papert himself
described cybernetics rapturously in Mindstorms as a potent framework for understanding
learning by thinking about brains like we think about computers [81:169–171]. This was not
unusual: at the time, there was widespread belief that human brains were particularly
sophisticated computers; Minsky famously called brains ‘meat machines.’ While the problems
with this equivalence eventually contributed to the collapse of cybernetics and to the ‘artificial
intelligence winter’ during which the field languished, underfunded, for decades, fragments of
the belief persisted [6]. Papert’s persistent popularity attests to this, as well as the renewed
conviction that coding should be a fundamental skill that all children should master—a
conviction echoed today by not only Scratch but the Maker Movement, Hour of Code, and other
movements in CSCL and beyond.
4

CONCLUSION

“And so it now is up to all of us to carry forth Seymour’s legacy—indeed an honorable calling for
the IDC community,” Paulo Blikstein stated in the description of the 2017 Interaction Design and
Children conference, which had the theme “Logo: The Next 50 Years.” He continued, “It is the
legacy of creating for children environments where each will find the gears of their childhood.”
Blikstein’s message resonates not only with those who experienced the Papert-heavy elements of
the MIT Media Lab curriculum; we have seen that the ideals that constructionism was built on
are ideals that still motivate the technology world more broadly.
In particular, we have seen a strong alignment between constructionism and the ‘hacker
ethic,’ and the deep convictions that gave rise to this ethos among the hacker community at MIT.
Among other effects, this alignment likely meant that even in the face of contradictory evidence,
Papert would not revise his theories. To do so would have entailed giving up an ethos that
undergirded his professional, if not his personal, identity [7]. These parallels have also helped
constructionism keep a strong presence in the technology world, where the ‘hacker ethic’ still
resonates, even when some of its lessons fly in the face of best practices in human-computer
interaction. Thus, constructionism is still celebrated at IDC, in design schools, and across CSCW
and HCI—a logic further entrenched by decades of technology design centered on individualized
‘users.’
This paper has shown that the same forces that shaped constructionism also shape the ways
that we tend to view computers and the nature of collaboration—and that this ‘hacker ethic’ still
has purchase even when evidence points the other way. In so doing, it shows the importance of
tracing the ideological histories of contemporary technology projects: these linkages take us back
to previous waves of utopian thought that may seem quaint, but have often been translated into
contemporary discourse with only cosmetic changes. It also offers an antidote to the allure of
constructionism specifically, drawing back the curtain and discussing not only what is wrong
with the learning theory, but why it continues to be captivating despite this. One contribution
here, then, is not merely a critical history of constructionism, but an examination of some of the
underlying forces that make some technology projects “charismatic” [4,7] even when they fail to
deliver.
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Moreover, the ubiquity of these individualized, computer-centric perspectives can make it
more difficult to envision alternatives for computer-supported collaboration—ones that encode
pro-social behavior, mechanisms for countering power differences, or modes of social reciprocity,
for instance—or even decenter the computer as a solution for social problems altogether. While
the form of such systems is best left to future work, there are some good starting points for
considering alternatives in the growing body of critical work on the technology industry. This
scholarship details some of the consequences of the anti-authority, every-person-for-themselves,
wild-west-like ethos of early computing communities like MIT’s hackers (though their
utopianism has also been productive in some respects; see e.g. [7,26,126]). That the very logic of
the ‘personal computer’ was one of individual empowerment rather than ceding agency to the
machine [126] might have allowed us to more easily acquiesce to ceding our agency to
algorithmic regulation [6,45,70].
For example, social media and other technology companies have upheld computers as a
solution to social problems (e.g. [27]), even as many have abdicated responsibility for actively
cultivating positive social spaces online by framing themselves as ‘platforms.’ We are
increasingly suffering the consequences of this as these spaces are implicated in hate crimes,
antisocial behavior, and even damage to democratic institutions and inclusivity
[12,39,46,61,73,95,115]. Similarly, a plethora of technology-focused educational companies
propose to replace public education with individualized learning, and privately-owned
technology-centric charter schools have taken steps toward weakening this public institution and
removing pathways of public accountability in education. Alongside this, middle-class parents
fret about ‘screen time’ in a world where technology use is seen as antithetical to family
togetherness and pro-social behavior (e.g. [2,9]). Even the industry’s tepid and individualistic
reaction to institutionalized racism and sexism—where women are encouraged to simply “lean
in” and hateful behavior is framed as “a few bad apples” or even “a problem of both sides”—
indicates the depth of this ideological frame.
A focus on transparency as a possible solution for some of these social problems within the
technology world ignores the problematic interaction between transparency and power (e.g.
[12,124]). This ‘solution’ is moreover individualistic and renders us all less receptive to the
potentials for collective action to foment change—something toward which technology cultures
within Silicon Valley in particular have long been hostile [17]. Still, I find hope in the increasing
strength of social movements built on principles of collective action (including Occupy Wall
Street, Black Lives Matter, Stand With Standing Rock, and Me Too/Time’s Up) which lean on
technology platforms to amplify their messages—even if these platforms fail to protect them
[125].
While these broader trends are not necessarily traceable directly to Papert and
constructionism, they are all influenced by the same ideological forebears that made the values of
early hacker culture so resonant, and could all benefit from some “troubling” [49] in order to
plumb the smooth veneer of their utopian mythologies [4,7,34,72] and understand better how
they play out in “the mangle of practice” [96], both historically and contemporaneously. These
ideologies tend to favor limited, and limiting, perspectives on not only learning, but computer
use more generally, and this constraint continues to inform how we build and evaluate
technologies for collaboration and more. While constructionism’s ‘rugged individualism,’ often
defined outside or even in opposition to institutions and social relations, is not unique to either
the learning theory or to hacker culture, both do valorize it. Indeed, it reflects a primacy of
individual over collective experiences that has defined the American cultural landscape for at
least a century [7,10]. When American norms have played an outsized role in informing
technology design, this atomization becomes at least legible (if not actually taken up) across the
world—a dominance worth questioning. This paper examines some of the ideological foundations
that brought us here as a first step in countering them.
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